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MODELS AFFECTED: 2008 Vision with single wiper motor system

This procedure installs a relay in the wiper/wash circuit.

PROCEDURE
[WARNING] Always follow all Federal, State, Local, and
Shop safety standards and use proper safety equipment
when performing these procedures.

1 Park the bus on a level surface. Apply the parking brake,
and remove the ignition key. Chock all wheels and disconnect the
battery.
[WARNING] Electrical power must be removed from the
wiper motor before working on the wiper system. Otherwise,
if the motor were rotated even a small amount, the automatic park feature can activate the motor without warning,
and result in severe injury to hands.

2

Remove the PDU cover and the driver’s center switch panel:

2.1 Remove the thumbscrews which secure the PDU cover,
and set the cover aside.
2.2 Remove the screws around the perimeter of the driver’s
center switch panel. On buses equipped with air brakes,
the bottom parking brake release valve mounting screw
threads into a support bracket, and must also be removed to
remove the panel. Do not remove the other two park brake
valve screws. Carefully move the panel assembly toward the
driver’s seat sufficiently to gain access to the wiper motor.

Do not
remove
Remove

Wiper motor
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Repeated resetting (either manual or automatic) of the wiper/
washer circuit breaker while the “Wipe/Wash” mode is active may
result in circuit breaker damage.

CORRECTIVE ACTION
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ISSUE
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Install new harness assembly 0115551:

3.1 Locate the wiring for the windshield wiper motor.

3.3 Locate Connector A on the Multiplex Module. Cut and remove any cable ties as necessary to unplug Connector A.
Unplug Connector A and spread the wires in the harness
to locate the black wire (circuit AA-101).
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Connector A

Brown wire
Cut ends of
black wire

3.5 Using cable ties, secure the relay section of the new harness assembly 0115551 to the wiper motor wiring harness. Ensure that all harnesses and hoses are clear of the
wiper arm shaft.

Relay
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3.4 Cut the black wire approximately 6” from where it enters
the Connector. Strip the two cut ends and splice both
of them to the single brown wire of the new harness
0115551, using a butt connector.
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Black wire AA-101
3.2 Locate the yellow wire (circuit 2115). Cut the wire approximately 6” from the harness connector. Strip both ends
and connect the two yellow wires from harness assembly
0115551 to the cut ends, using two butt connectors.
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Finish the installation:

4.1 Reconnect Connector A to the Multiplex Module and secure with cable ties as before removal.

4.2 Use cable ties to secure all harnesses and loose wires.
4.3 Reconnect the battery. Test the wipers in all modes to
verify correct operation.
4.4 Reinstall the switch panel and PDU cover. The procedure is
complete and the bus may be returned to normal service.

PART NUMBER

QUANTITY

0115551

1

0029999

12

DESCRIPTION
Harness, wiring, wiper,
retroit.
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3.6 Route the white ground wire from the harness assembly
and connect its eyelet to the chassis ground stud at the
lower left of the PDU. When re-attaching, take care to
spread the barrels of the wires so that they do not bind
and thereby prevent a solid connection.
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Tie, Cable, 120 lb, 15.25L
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